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About us
F-Stop is not just a club for serious Photographers or people with expensive cameras; it is a club which has been specifically de-signed to help beginners to progress
with their photography.

Our aim is to bring people together to learn, share and have fun with photography.
If you want to take better pictures, attend Workshops and Rallies, enter your pictures and listen to the Judge’s comments then we are the Club for you. We meet
once a month on the second Wednesday, at the Church hall in Highveld Street, Kempton Park. We use the entrance in Gardenia road at 18.45pm to start 19.00pm

This magazine is produced with the results, accumulated points and winning pictures from the previous meeting, as well as articles on different aspects of photography. A website is also available providing valuable information on photography. You can visit our website: www.fstopphoto.co.za

A Beginner photographer starts off as a 1 star and then progresses to a 5 star working on a point system. Photos may be entered in Digital and/or Prints allowing
for 3 photos and a Theme in any of the designated categories, Nature, Pictorial, Altered reality, Photo Journalism and Portrait (explained in the magazine). There is
no pressure, you can progress at your own pace, and we are all very relaxed at the club.

We would like to take the opportunity to thank you for showing interest in our club by downloading our Free digital magazine, for you to browse through and we
are looking forward to you possibly joining with our club.

Club Chairman

CHAIRMAN
Rickus Barnard / 082 909 6327
rbarnard@worldonline.co.za
VICE CHAIRMAN & DIGITAL CO-ORDINATOR
Arnold Bester / 083 252 6477
Arnold@bbtronics.co.za

AFFILIATED MEMBER

TREASURER
Richard Hudson / 082 419 0727
richardh@wurth.co.za
SECRETARY
Anita Bester / 083 409 9747
admin@fstopphoto.co.za /
anita@aabcreations.co.za
SCORING
Anthony Malin / 082 571 2924
malinanthony@gmail.com
SPECIAL PROJECTS
Peter Connan / 078 456 3980
pietconnan@gmail.com
EDITOR
Annaline Werth / 083 261 3437
editor@fstopphoto.co.za
Info@fstopphoto.co.za
PRO
info@fstopphoto.co.za

This is the official monthly in-house magazine of F-Stop Photographic Society of Kempton Park.

IMPORTANT

By virtue of submitting any entry, the image author permits F-Stop Photographic Society to reproduce all or part of
the entered material
free of charge for inclusion in the monthly magazine, local press or F-Stop Website, unless otherwise stated by the author.
All other images are courtesy of Google Images and remain the property of the original Image Author.
Credit given to Image Authors where possible.
No part of this magazine may be used or reproduced without the written consent of the existing chairman.
This magazine is free of charge and may not be sold.
ALL QUERIES MAY BE RAISED WITH THE CLUB CHAIRMAN.

PREVIOUS ISSUES 2019

SUGGESTIONS & ARTICLES
Please let us know what you want to see in your magazine. More articles?
More images? More tutorials? More about the members? Please tell us.
Send your news to the editor: editor@fstopphoto.co.za
The F-Stop Photographic Society Camera Club is proudly
affiliated with the PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY OF SOUTH AFRICA
www.pssa.co.za

General club information

FEES STRUCTURE

Club Meetings



Main Member: R400
Additional Member: R290
Pensioners: R160
Scholars: R160

Held every second Wednesday of each month

Venue: NH Chruch Kempton park noord
99 Highveld road, entrance from Gardenia street

Time: 18:45 for 19:00pm

BANKING DETAILS

Next meeting: 10 July 2019

CAPITEC BANK
Acc No: 138 45 45 709 Branch: 470010

SALON Acceptances



Acc Type: Savings
REF: Name & Surname

Do not forget to send your Salon acceptance results to:

Info@fstopphoto.co.za
Remember all members, Salon acceptances and Com’s will help you
progress in your star levels



SET SUBJECTS 2019



PROMOTIONS

Dave Roberts

2 Star to 3 Star (Digital)

August Theme :Macro
Image dimensions are 1920 x 1080 pixel (the width must be either
1920 pixels or the height must be 1080 pixels or both) sRGB colour
space and less than 2MB in file size



CERPS

Cerps 2019—Benoni club to be held on 26 October 2019,
Categories: Makro, Nature and Open, 2 photos by each &
every photographer per club can be entered

Congratulations!!

EDITOR’S NOTE

Greetings !

Greetings to all
Our theme for August is ‘Macro’.
Hope all the Fathers, uncles, grandpa’s had a
wonderful Fathers day on the 16 June!!
We have a nice article about 25 tips for perfect photography composition, enjoy.

Enjoy this month’s magazine!
Enjoy this month magazine.
Annaline Werth - editor@fstopphoto.co.za
Please joined our Face book page : https://www.facebook.com/Fstopphotographic/

Address: NG Kerk Kempton park Noord, 99 Highveld road, entrance from Gardenia street..

IMAGES FROM:
www.abstract macro photography.com

AUGUST THEME
MACRO

www.adorama.com
www.colorado photography.com
www.eventfinda.com

JUDGING & SCORING
BRONZE: 1 Point:

Fair Photo

SILVER:

2 Points: Average Photo

GOLD:

3 Points: Good Photo, conforming to all the criteria.

COM:

5 Points: Excellent Photo, exceeding all the criteria.

BEST OF GRADE:

1 Extra Point

IMAGE CATEGORIES
ALTERED REALITY (AR):
Grey Whale
Cove: 1/4images.
secondManipulated
at f/16,
Computer
generated
images. Must stimulate the
ISO 100 mind through creative use of line, form and colour.
viewer’s

IMAGE NAMING
Your title should look like this:
STAR GRADE_CATEGORY_TITLE_NAME AND SURNAME.JPEG
(1_NA_Eyes on you_Arnold Bester.JPEG)
For added dimension to your image
try to stick to a maximum of 2 to 3 words.

DIGITAL SIZING
LANDSCAPE
Maximum 1920 Pixels
on Horizontal Axis

PORTRAIT
Maximum
1080 Pixels
on Vertical Axis

PHOTOJOURNALISM (PJ):
Storytelling pictures. Documentary Pictures. Human Interest.
No manipulation allowed that alters the truth. Journalistic
value of picture weigh more than pictorial quality.

NATURE (NA):
Wildlife, botanicals, birds, landscapes.
No human elements, manipulation, tamed
animals, farm or zoo animals, hybrid plants
or flowers are allowed.

PORTRAIT (PO):
Head and shoulders or full figure of
person(s) / animal(s). Studio.

PICTORIAL (PI):
Open category. Images that aren’t defined
in any other category.

THEME (TH):
Subject selected by committee every month.
Image creativity is at the discretion of the
author but must have relevance to
the theme. Manipulation allowed.

MAXIMUM FILE SIZE IS
2MB SRGB Colour Space

PRINT SIZING
The minimum acceptable size for
printed images is 15 x 20 cm
(‘Jumbo’), however the ideal size for
club judging is A4 or 10” x 15”.
(Slightly smaller than A3).
Mounting of prints is optional.
It is advisable to use neutral colours
when mounting prints as to not detract
from the image itself. And as with
digital, keep your print titles short.

STAR CRITERIA
1 STAR: Correct exposure, in focus,
element of composition, picture clean & well presented.

2 STAR: Correct exposure, in focus, element of composition,
picture clean and well presented, some impact and
some knowledge of when to crop.

3 STAR: Correct exposure, in focus, element of composition, picture clean and well
presented, impact (now a strong requirement), knowledge of when and how to crop
when needed.

4 STAR: Should show a full grasp of all the above principles. Should show work of

1/200th
f/2.8, ISO
entry
levelatNational
Salon3200
Standard.

5 STAR (& HIGHER): National Salon Standard Entry Level, International Salon Standard.

PROMOTIONAL
REQUIREMENTS

12 June 12
10 July 10
14 August 14

MONTHLY THEMES

1-2 STAR:

30 Points

08 Golds/COMS

2-3 STAR:

60 Points

15 Golds/COMS

3-4 STAR:

80 Points

20 Golds/Coms

3-4 STAR:

160 Points 40 Golds/Coms

with no Salon Acceptances

4-5 STAR:

120 Points 30 Golds/Coms

with 25 Salon Acceptances

4-5 STAR:

240 Points 60 Golds/Coms

with no Salon Acceptances

NOTE:

MEETING DATES

11 September 11

AS YOU MOVE FROM GRADE TO GRADE
POINTS DO NOT CARRY FORWARD,
BUT SALON ACCEPTANCES DO.

5-5 STAR (Honours): 100 Golds/Coms

F-STOP
CALENDAR

JUNE: Makeup or paint
with 5 Salon Acceptances

with 50 Salon Acceptances

3-4 Star Max 18 Per Category 4-5 Star Max 21 Per Category

JULY: Vintage pin up
AUGUST: Macro
SEPTEMBER: Technology at work

JULY: Maryna & Annaline

Refreshments

AUGUST: Caroline & Mike
SEPTEMBER: Peter C & Dave
OCTOBER: Connie & Kobus

THANKS TO

Maryna & Annaline
for sponsoring this month’s refreshments!

Tea and Coffee provided by F-Stop.
You just provide some snacks for about 25 people and make sure
that the kitchen area is cleaned up before leaving.

SEPTEMBER:
09 Marthinus Odendaal
AUGUST:
03 Prim van Zyl
JULY:
08 Annaline Werth
10 Rickus Barnard
24 Theo Pieters

15 Danny Lotter
19 Peter Connan
20 Corrie Snyman

25 Tips for Perfect Photography Composition
“You don’t take a photograph, you make it.”
–

A N S E L

A D A M S

Ansel is saying that to master photography composition, you must find a way to compose what you are seeing, what you are feeling, and what you want to
convey into a final image.
We have ALL wondered why the image we took didn’t look anything like what we thought it would. We truly believed that when we clicked the shutter button,
we
had just
captured
1/200th
at f/2.8,
ISO exactly
3200 what we saw and felt.
And then, disappointment…
But, that never has to be the case again. This guide is designed to help you start consistently taking better photographs, no matter what subject you are photographing. Together, we are going to learn to balance two aspects of photography: technique and creativity. Composition is the bridge between those two.
Composition is the most critical piece of gear you have – more so than that expensive camera or lens in your bag.
By practicing and applying any of composition tips below, you’ll learn to guide your viewers to those feelings that you want to evoke and finally match what
you envisioned with what you captured!
This guide will show you how to:
Guide your viewers into and through your photo.
Showcase the most critical elements of what you want to capture.
Eliminate anything that distracts the viewer and takes away from your photo.
Avoid common mistakes that ruin countless photos.
Build a repeatable process that you can use every time.

Apply the Rule of Thirds
No better place to start than the #1 all-time classic composition technique. The Rule of Thirds is dividing up your image with two horizontal and two vertical
lines that intersect, which divides your image into nine boxes of equal size. The lines will intersect at four points and since the viewers’ eyes are naturally
drawn to those points, the Rule of Thirds says that you should place your subject or the most important elements of the scene along one of the lines or on one
of the points. More examples ->

PRO TIP: In portraits, place one of your subject’s eyes on one of the points or both eyes
on one of the horizontal lines. In landscapes, place the horizon along one of the horizontal lines.
Center Your Subject
The Rule of Thirds is a powerful compositional technique, but sometimes, just placing
your subject right in the center of your photo is the perfect spot. Three ideal scenarios
for centering your subject:
1. When you’re taking a close-up shot in which your subject occupies most or all of the
frame.
2. When there’s nothing in the background to distract from your subject.
3. When you’re specifically looking to present some kind of symmetry.
1/200th at f/2.8, ISO 3200

PRO TIP: To create a more refined look in a centered portrait, try
having your subject look off to the side. This sometimes adds an element of mystery or longing that gives the image more appeal than a
vacation picture or corporate headshot.
Look for Triangles
Triangles have a strong visual impact and you don’t need to photograph literaltriangles to achieve this effect. All you need are three
visual points that exist in a somewhat triangular formation. The
viewer’s imagination will connect the dots and tie all elements of the
photograph together! The imagined triangle may extend out beyond
the edges of your photo as well, so don’t worry if it’s not completely
confined inside the frame.

PRO TIP: Try creating a triangular composition with a low camera angle to add depth to landscape photos.
Consider Framing
Use frames when you want to draw attention to a specific area of your image. Shooting one object through a hole or space in another is a classic way to add
interest, balance, and depth to your photos. Frames can be natural, such as overhanging tree branches or rock formations, or they can be man-made objects,
such as doorways.

PRO TIP: Try to look for unusual frames and avoid cliches like having models
hold picture frames. For example, try capturing your model or other subject’s
reflection in a puddle or wall mirror.
Look for Symmetry
Symmetry is the all about finding balance in your image. The most simple type
of symmetry is dividing the scene in half either vertically or horizontally where
both halves have a very similar structure to them, like the image of the Taj
Mahal below. Unlike other composition techniques, symmetry is based on
minimizing contrast. To master the art of symmetry, you must consider size,
shape, color, line, and texture as elements to balance. Here is a helpful set of
illustrations to better explain those.

PRO TIP: Symmetry can be illustrated with objects facing each other as well as those opposing each other. Think in terms of the Rubin “vase or face” concept
when looking for symmetry in your surroundings. Study architecture in the city and reflections in the landscape for potential ways to use this element of composition.
Use Juxtaposition
In many ways, this is the opposite of symmetry. In juxtaposition, you want to create contrast within your frame using non-symmetrical elements. The most
common way to achieve this is to place or arrange objects in adjacent or opposing locations to highlight their differences. However, placement of the subjects
isn’t critical to the effect, as long as the comparison is evident and the contrast vivid. The key is to be clever and effective.

1/200th at f/2.8, ISO 3200

PRO TIP: Look for juxtaposition in any photographic genre you try. Old and new, natural and manmade, soft and hard, large and small – these are just the tip of the iceberg.
Look for Leading Lines
Leading lines literal or implied lines create a path for the viewers’ gaze to follow. They can also come
in many different forms. The lines can lead viewers to the subject or off into infinity. They can be
straight, curved, or angular. A photograph may have one leading line or it may have a bunch that converge on the subject from different angles. When exploring this composition technique, remember
where you want your viewer’s gaze to go, and keep re-composing the frame until the lines lead there.
Try to keep in mind that lines can come in so many different forms.

PRO TIP: Don’t simply just find some leading lines and
fire off a shot. Try to find the best camera angle to really
highlight them for maximum impact.
Use Diagonal Lines
Diagonal lines convey strength and motion. They can
extend from one side of a photograph to the other, or
like the image below, they can stop short the edges as
well. Use them to take photographs that are dynamic in
appearance or incorporate multiple diagonal lines to
establish a pattern. Sometimes the best time to use a
diagonal is when there is a distinct contrast between
two areas of your framing.

PRO TIP: Be aware that your viewers’ eyes will tend to follow diagonal
lines to their ends, so make sure the lines are pointing somewhere you
want your viewers to look!
Incorporate Curves
Curving lines soften an image and convey a natural organic look that
lends itself perfectly to landscape, architecture, drone, and urban photography. You can use curves to convey a sense of calm or to take the
viewer on a journey whose destination lies beyond the photograph. They
are great at invoking a sense of wonder or wanderlust in your photos.

1/200th at f/2.8, ISO 3200
PRO TIP: You can add greater dynamics and avoid boring compositions by
also including straight lines or angular objects in your photograph to create juxtaposition like we talked about above.
Keep the Background Simple
There will be countless times where you want to isolate and emphasize a
subject while eliminating distractions in the background. It’s common in
portrait photography, that the most important characteristics of your
subject are lost if the background is too noisy. The most common technique is to simply blur the background (like the image below), but that’s
not the only way. Consider things like a cloudless sky (or a completely
grey day). Maybe a subtle repeating pattern like a brick wall or open
space like a wide open field or parking lot. You can even use clever angles
to control the background by shooting from below or above

PRO TIP: Experiment using backdrops that have different colors and textures. There are enough
images “shot on-white” out there already, we need more variety!
Let the Background Show Context
Sometimes, you don’t want a simple background, but rather one that builds upon your subject
to tell an even more vibrant story. You’ll want the action in the background to be visible but also
not be so distracting that it overwhelms the subject and spoils the composition. Let the background explain a key part of the overall story the subject doesn’t by itself. Maybe no image in
history did it better than the iconic V-J Day photo.

1/200th at f/2.8, ISO 3200

PRO TIP: Blur the background slightly while keeping the subject sharply in focus to help the subject stand out.
Use a High Horizon Line
Use a high horizon line in your composition when you want to emphasize the foreground. It can also be used to create a profound sense of distance, pulling the viewer into the image and making them feel as though they’re gazing across a vast expanse.

PRO TIP: The horizon line can be placed according to the Rule of Thirds, but it doesn’t have to be. The higher you place the horizon line in your picture plane,
the more dramatic the effect will be.
Use a Low Horizon Line
If you want to emphasize the sky, use a low horizon line. This technique can be used to convey the vastness of the heavens or the insignificance of your subject.

1/200th at f/2.8, ISO 3200
PRO TIP: Having a lot of contrast between the sky and the land/water, can make an amazing low horizon shot… however, the opposite can be true as well.
Add Depth by Including Objects at Different Distances
Having a point-of-interest in the foreground, the middle ground, and in the far distance is a great technique for adding depth to any composition. The key is
that these three sections should have enough defined contrast to be easily distinguishable from one another, otherwise your photo may turn out too messy.

PRO TIP: If there is a lot going on in your photograph, include strong lines
to lead the viewer’s’ eyes to the main subject. For an even greater sense
of perspective, let the objects overlap to clearly show the depth as you go
deeper into the photo.
Include a Person or a Familiar Object in a Landscape to Show Scale
A person or an object can make a landscape more dazzling by illustrating
the size and scope of the image. The object should be large enough to be
discernible and catch the viewers’ attention but not so prominent as to
distract from the landscape.

PRO TIP: The smaller the person or object seems, the more dramatic the photo. Keep in mind that a
recognizable object that’s already a part of the landscape works just as well, you don’t need a person
to stand in.
Shoot from an Unusual Vantage Point
Add interest by shooting from an unexpected place. Consider vantage points that aren’t usually seen,
and take viewers on a unique journey. For example, drones are a popular way to gather previously unseen angles. Shooting from some locations may require advance planning, so consider if you’ll need
any special tools, permission, or assistance. Just please remember to stay safe and don’t break the law!

1/200th
at f/2.8,
ISO 3200
PRO
TIP: Try
to always
consider alternate points of view while your shooting. Don’t simply walk up,
take a shot, and assume that was the only angle that could have worked. Move around, get up high,
get down low, etc…
Use Contrast to Add Interest
Contrast is the key to avoiding “flat” images that look dull and one-note. Contrasting colors can energize a photograph, but so can big differences in light and shadow. For instance, you can shoot at
dawn or dusk and take advantage of the effects of the slanting sunlight. Also, variations in texture can be used to add dramatic elements to your photos.

PRO TIP: When emphasizing contrasting colors, it’s often helpful to enhance their intensities. Try using
a Graduated Neutral Density (GND) filter to enhance the sky or even the foreground if it suits the situation. It’s also possible to increase saturation and contrast in post-processing, but be careful not to
push the adjustments too far.
Use Repetition to Your Advantage
An object or shape that repeats can create a dominant pattern. Capitalizing on these patterns can create a calm, rhythmic feeling or create complete abstractions with common objects. The more repeating objects you have in your photograph, the more likely you are to capture stunning abstractions
and optical illusions.

PRO TIP: Experiment with symmetrical and non-symmetrical arrangements of the repeating objects. Examine how various focal lengths and camera angles
affect the image.
Beyond the Edge of the Picture
When an element of your subject is offstage, your viewers want to know more. Draw them into the deeper into the story with what they can’t see outside of
the frame. This technique takes advantage of the dynamics of “implied lines” which we’ll explore next.
PRO TIP: Have your subjects look at something outside the picture frame to make the story seem larger than the photograph itself.
Use Lines That Aren’t There
Did you notice the line leading out of the frame in the previous example photo? No? That’s because there wasn’t a physical line. Nevertheless, there was a
definite dynamic created by the line of sight of the people in the shot. This is an excellent example of “implied lines” in composition. There are several types of
implied lines that can be exploited to pull or push your viewers where you want them to go.
The simplest forms are things like a pointing finger, a sign, or the direction someone of someone’s gaze. More advanced techniques would be
someone’s apparent motion. These “invisible” lines can often be even more effective than “real” lines in adding dynamic energy to your shots. You can use
1/200th
at f/2.8,
3200
them
to lead
to a ISO
subject
or add depth, just as you’d use physical lines.

PRO TIP: To avoid being too obvious, look for or create lines in the most subtle ways you can find. For instance, a viewer needn’t see the eyes of a subject to
know where he or she is looking. A person or animal facing away from you and obviously looking down a road is a very strong implication of a line in that direction.
Show Your Subjects in Motion
Motion can be implied as well as a sense of direction. For example, when you pan along at the same speed as your moving subject, the background blurs
while the subject itself is relatively “frozen”. This adds visual tension and causes the subject to “pop” out of the composition. You can do the opposite
effect as well to show motion.

PRO TIP: When “freezing” a moving subject and blurring the background, it can be helpful to leave space in front of your subject. (See the next tip.)
Leave Space for Motion
When the main subject in your frame is in motion, it’s important that it has somewhere to go. Pushing a moving subject too close to the edge of the frame can
ruin its dynamic value. You can amplify the sense of motion by leaving negative space in the direction the subject is moving. This also works well when the motion is implied or anticipated, such as an object on a slope.
PRO TIP: The left and right margins of your photo aren’t the only areas that can be used as leading space. Use the top and bottom of the frame to allow motion toward the background or foreground.
Get Very Close
As the legendary photographer, Robert Capa used to say, “If your photographs aren’t good enough, you’re not close enough.” To get the composition you
need, sometimes you have to get close… really close.
1. Moving in close to foreground subjects in landscape, street, and similar types of photography can add incredible depth to a photo. In most cases, you’ll
want to shoot at a small aperture to maximize depth of field in the resulting image.
2. Macro photography can reveal a strange and beautiful world that can never be seen with the naked eye. For best results, use a macro lens with a focal
length ranging from 50mm to 200mm.
PRO TIP: When shooting macro images, apply composition principles just as you would in any other genre (Rule of Thirds, symmetry, letting the background
tell part of the story, etc…). Doing so will help you create images that stand out, rather than just “close-ups”.
Show Interaction
Dynamics in composition extend beyond the realm of physical motion. The interaction between subjects, whether living or manmade, produces a sense of
“being in the moment”. Remember that your photo is a story and there are characters and an environment. How you choose to show interaction and frame it
leads to a success or failure of a composition.
Interaction comes in many forms. Eye contact, apparent motion with or against one another, moving in unison or opposite, and so many more. The fun part is
figuring out how you are going to capture the interaction that best encapsulates the feeling you want to convey.

PRO TIP: Learn to anticipate. Capturing interaction is often a matter of precise timing, especially when working with wildlife, urban, and event photography.
Rethink What It Means to Take a Portrait
The focus of most portraits is the subject’s face. However, the face is not the only expressive part of the body! Look for other ways of showing your subject’s
personality. It could be their hands, the subtle roll of soft shoulders, or a bent back. Find that detail that can be used to project a better sense of the person in
front of your lens.
PRO TIP: When composing portraits, it’s important to experiment with multiple focal lengths and shooting at different distances from your subjects. Slowly you
will develop your own style of portrait via this experimentation.
Break the Rules!
We just outlined 25 tips for better composition. None of these are actual “rules” regardless of the fact that one is called the “Rule of Thirds”. While the “rules”
of visual composition are numerous and often hard to understand, they are meant to be broken. There is no perfect way to compose a photo. It’s all about experimenting constantly and through that process finding your own unique style that sets you apart from the rest.
Search out avant-garde photographers that you really like – photos that portray styles, looks, feelings that you want to portray in your own work – and learn
from them. Try to mimic the techniques that stand out to you and then build off them. Follow cutting-edge emerging photographers to see how they continue
to push the boundaries of contemporary photography.

Remember, these tips are not intended to comprise a complete lesson in composition. Many of the greatest photographers of previous and current generations
were self-taught. They continuously messed with composition, settings, and post-processing until they got something that consistently felt right.
These 26 suggestions are offered here to give you a head start at creating more energetic and meaningful images. By following these suggestions, you should
find yourself both expanding your creativity and the impact of your images.

Article from: https://phlearn.com/magazine/the-25-best-tips-for-perfect-composition/
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Danie Bester

Image: Dave Roberts
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- Monica Koekemoer
Lucia Hewitt
1
- Richard Hudson
Martin Bester
2
1
1 Prim Van Zyl
Mike Huggins
1
1
3
- Connie Vd Merwe
2 STAR E-PHOTO
Kobus Barnard
Jacques Koekemoer
1
2
1
- J Smith
Rinda Smuts
1
5
2
4 5 STAR E-PHOTO
Heinrich Kirstein
1
1
5
4
4
1 Arnold Bester
Monique Vd Merwe
3
3
1
2
2 Carole Spinks
Dave Roberts
5
6
4
4 Marthinus Odendaal
Maria Gough
6
2
3
6
3 Mike Spinks
Daniel Lotter
5
1 Peter Macnamara
Danny Lotter
7
1 Ron Cox
3 STAR E-PHOTO
Sarina Odendaal
Anthony Malin
2
5
4
8
9 Igi Badenhorst
Armand Booysen
2
4
1
5
4 5 STAR HON E-PHOTO
Danie Bester
2
6
4
1
8
7 Rickus Barnard
Peter Connan
- 19
4
3
2
9
Theo Pieters
1
2
Esaias De Bruyn
3
7
1
1
Wilma Keuler
6
2
4
4
Kobus V D Berg
1
2
1
3
Maryna Vermeulen
1
2
1
2
Rina Smit
2
5 10
1
1
1
Lizette Lombard
1
1
1
1

6
2
5
3
-

14
4
3
2
11
29
1
18
18

11
9
10
2
26
2
3
7
4

3
4
8
18
10
9

8
5
7
9
8
1
1
3

15
7
12
7
6
3
2
10
8

2
5
3
-

9
20
15
28
15
30
6
-

17
23
1
18
4
15
-

22
6
3
20
15
1

2
42
2
6
1
21
-

11
3
44
6
14
10
17
1

-

17

28

31

8

33

Image: Monica Koekemoer

Prints - Awards by Category
AR NA PI PJ PO TH
2 STAR PRINTS
Monica Koekemoer
1
1
- 15
2
Esaias De Bruyn
1
6
2
1
1
3 STAR PRINTS
Anita Bester
6
4
3
4
Annaline Werth
2
4
5
5
2
5
Danie Bester
1
Kobus V D Berg
6
4
4
2
7
4 STAR PRINTS
Arnold Bester
1
5
2
Connie Vd Merwe
1
4
1
5 STAR PRINTS
Sarina Odendaal
- 13 17 18 42 34
5 STAR HON PRINTS
Marthinus Odendaal
6 10 11 24 40 34

E - Award Score Total BEST COM

1 STAR E-PHOTO
Mike Huggins
Martin Bester
2 STAR E-PHOTO
Danny Lotter
Daniel Lotter
Dave Roberts
Maria Gough
Rinda Smuts
3 STAR E-PHOTO
Wilma Keuler
Anthony Malin
Danie Bester
Peter Connan
Maryna Vermeulen
Lizette Lombard
Kobus V D Berg
Esaias De Bruyn
4 STAR E-PHOTO
Anita Bester
J Smith
Annaline Werth
Dawid Hollenbach
Richard Hudson
Monica Koekemoer

GOLD

SILVER BRONZE

STAR
SCORE

YEAR
SCORE

SALON

1
-

1

5
3

3
-

-

22
14

22
14

-

2
4
3
-

2
2
1

6
6
17
20
11

4
2
13
6
7

-

38
22
91
75
52

86
69
57
51
18

-

5 STAR E-PHOTO
Arnold Bester
Ron Cox
Mike Spinks
Sarina Odendaal
Marthinus Odendaal
Peter Macnamara
5 STAR HON E-PHOTO
Rickus Barnard
Prints - Award Score Total

5
6
3
1
1
1

5
2
1
-

16
28
23
35
6
4
6
12

21
39
7
14
9
3
4
13

3
2
1
1
-

90
170
114
148
38
19
32
69

57
56
50
42
31
19
12
4

1
-

5
5
1
5
13
1

5
6
3
6
14
1

52
36
28
39
55
22

30
15
13
22
12
8

1
4
1
-

247
177
126
197
260
88

74
71
68
64
35
21

1
3
9
-

2 STAR PRINTS
Esaias De Bruyn
3 STAR PRINTS
Annaline Werth
Danie Bester
Kobus V D Berg
5 STAR PRINTS
Sarina Odendaal
5 STAR HON PRINTS
Marthinus Odendaal

7
7
3
2
17
2

7
16
6
6
2

34
52
37
74
145
54

3
17
16
66
79
46

1
1
6
2
3

150
269
177
362
636
269

81
71
64
58
58
29

40
9
11
1
41
-

22

26

91

19

2

465

70

81

GOLD SILVER BRONZE

STAR
SCORE

BEST COM

YEAR
SCORE

SALON

5

-

11

5

1

49

21

-

4
1
9

2
1
3

21
20

9
12

-

95
6
108

49
6
34

-

29

6

118

77

3

657

62

36

41

11

114

39

1

517

65

78

E - Club Awards
2 STAR E-PHOTO
Dave Roberts

Maria Gough

Daniel Lotter

Danny Lotter
3 STAR E-PHOTO
Anthony Malin
Wilma Keuler

Titel

Awar
d

5 STAR E-PHOTO
Event Bests

Alpine Alps
Old St Paul'S (1866)
Bearded Dragon
Forgotten Things
Zeitz Mocca Reflection
Flower Power
Tribal Makeup
My Best Side
Slimed Malachite
Bulls Eye
Bontrokkie
Funky Hair-Do

Gold
Gold
Gold
Gold Best of Grade - Best Junior
Gold
Gold
Gold
Gold
Gold
Gold
Gold
Gold

Tiane
Sealed With A Kiss
Driftwood
Rolling Eyes

Gold Best of Grade
Gold
Gold
Gold

Arnold Bester

Buffalo In The Mist

Gold

Gecko Stare

Gold

Banana Drain

Gold

Annesilin

Gold

Carmia

Gold

Marthinus Odendaal

Totaly Messed Up

Gold Best of Theme

Mike Spinks

Lengaudam Pilanesberg

Gold

Mike Spinks

African Portrait

Gold Best of Grade

Got Lost In A Paint Shop

Gold

At Great Speed

Gold

Nature'S Beauty

Gold

Painting At Night With Light

Gold

Goeie More Sonskyn

Gold

From The Nutcracker

Gold

Geverfde Gevreetjie

Gold

Kravica Waterval

Gold

Board Rider

Gold

Herklaas

Gold

Spray Painting

Gold

Marthinus Odendaal

Ron Cox

Sarina Odendaal

5 STAR HON E-PHOTO
Rickus Barnard

4 STAR E-PHOTO
Anita Bester

Annaline Werth

Dawid Hollenbach
Dawid Hollenbach
Monica Koekemoer
J Smith

Dreadful Weather Stay Close 2
Mom
Sexy & I Know It
Electric Lady
When The Future Fade Away
Bee
Time Is Running Out (Inspired
By Anita)
Mother And Sons
Naughty,,,,,,Naughty
I Will Meet You In Heavan
Blue
A Big Catch
Drops Of Water
Flying In The Desert

Gold
Gold
Gold
Gold
Gold
Gold
Best of Grade - Best Senior Gold Best Evening
Gold
Gold
Gold
Gold
Gold
Gold

Prints - Club Awards

Titel

Award

Event Bests

3 STAR PRINTS
Annaline Werth

All I Need Is A Bit Of Faith

Gold Best of Grade - Best Junior

My Space

Gold

Dripping Lips

Gold

Ore

Gold Best of Grade - Best Senior

Jump For Joy

Gold

Net So Bietjie Verf

Gold

Mac Mac Waterfall
Bad Hair Day

Gold
Gold Best of Theme

5 STAR PRINTS
Sarina Odendaal

5 STAR HON PRINTS
Marthinus Odendaal
Marthinus Odendaal

What is PSSA?
Mission Statement
The Photographic Society of South Africa was founded in 1954 as a non-profit organization.
PSSA aims:
to bring together all people interested in photography;
to promote the highest possible standards of photography;
to promote the interests of photography amongst all its members.
PSSA represents its members and fosters their interests at all levels.
What is PSSA?
The Photographic Society of South Africa is the officially recognised Body representing photographers in Southern Africa. It is the South African equivalent of the Photographic Society of America to whom it is affiliated. PSSA is an autonomous Society and through its affiliations affords members contact with the international affairs of photography.
PSSA aims to weld together the photographic and associated efforts of individuals and clubs into one strong unit.
The Society is recognised by Government through the Performing Arts Council. It is consulted on aspects affecting photography in South Africa as well as being able to negotiate protection and exemption for photographic clubs and members.
The Society monitors and censors images deemed unfit for public viewing.
PSSA provides medals to and participates in the organisation of National and International Photographic Salons.
Honours are bestowed and awards made by the Society. These titles and honours are respected throughout the world.
A Photographic Congress is staged each year in conjunction with the Annual General Meeting of the Society. This affords photographers a platform to meet fellow photographers
and hear speakers who are recognised as leading authorities in their particular fields.
The Society is controlled by a Board of Directors elected by the members.
The day to day operations of the Society are carried out by an Executive Committee, which is responsible to the Board of Directors. The Society consists of a number of divisions,
which are controlled by individual Chairmen who are also responsible to the Directors. They must provide a quarterly report to the Executive Committee and Directors. PSSA pub-

lishes a magazine named IMAGE, which covers all aspects of the Society's activities and photography in general.
Annually a directory is published containing the names and addresses of all members and member clubs, together with the Society's Honours and Awards holders.
A copy of the Society's Memorandum and Articles of Association is available on this website under About Us.

Join Today!!!

PAGE
08.06.2019

Sandton PDI salon

15.06.2019

3rd Youth division salon

05.07.2019

Worcester fotografieklub 1st PDI salon

20.07.2019

Pretoria Photographic society PDI Salon

27.07.2019

Western Cape Junior youth Competition

03.08.2019

On the Rocks camera club PDI salon

10.08.2019

PSSA National AV Salon

17.08.2019

Vereeniging Photo Soc PDI Salon

31.08.2019

Krugersdorp PDI Salon

14.09.2019

Rusternburg PDI Salon

28.09.2019

7Th Swartland PDI & prints salon

PSSA SPONSERS

PLEASE VISIT:

www.pssa.co.za

SUPPORT STEVE - AT GLEN ACRES

Shop L48/49 Sandton City
(011) 884 8036
sales@cameralandsandton.co.za
www.cameralandsandton.co.za

